ELMAR study trip to
Austria - South Germany - Switzerland
Electric boats on
inland waterways
10-12 Sept 2019
Summary Report

Final Agenda:

Monday, 09 Sept 2019: Arrival of participants / Dinner
Time
19.00

Topic
Arrival
Dinner – Stiegl – Bräustüberl Salzburg
(self paid)

Location
Salzburg airport
Kendlerstraße 1, A5020 Salzburg, Austria

Tuesday, 10 Sept 2018
Time
08.30
10.00 – 11.30

Topic
Departure by bus from Hotel Star Inn AirportMesse by Comfort
Boatyard Frauscher

12.30 – 14.00

Marian Boats

16.00 – 17.30

Pehn Bootsbau GmbH

19.00

Dinner – Gasthaus Kuglhof

Location

Ehrenfeld 3, A-4694
Ohlsdorf, Austria
Weinbach 46, A-5360
St. Wolfgang am
Wolfgangsee, Austria
Attergaustraße 84, A4880 St. Georgen im
Attergau, Austria
Kugelhofstraße 13, A5020 Salzburg, Austria

Wednesday, 11 Sept 2019
Time
07.00
08.45 - 09.45

11.00 - 12.30

Topic
Departure by bus from Hotel Star Inn AirportMesse by Comfort
Volabo GmbH,
presentation at Bundeswehr University of
Munich, Chair of Electrical drives and
Actuators
Torqeedo GmbH

13.30 - 15.30

Test drives of boats with Torqeedo propulsion
systems

20.00

Dinner – restaurant at Hotel Bad Schachen,
Lindau

Location

WernerHeisenberg-Weg 39; D85579 Neubiberg
Friedrichshafener Str.
4a, D-82205 Gilching,
Germany
Marina Bernried at
Starnberg lake,
Germany
Bad Schachen 1,
D-88131 Lindau,
Germany
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Thursday, 12 Sept 2019
Time
08.30
09.30 - 11.00

Topic
Departure by bus from Hotel Bad Schachen,
Lindau
Visit to Kräutler Elektromaschinen GmbH

12.00 - 13.30

Visit to Bootswerft Heinrich AG

14.00 - 16.00

Presentation session by:
Prof. Dr. Richard Leiner, Bodensee
Schiffsbetriebe GmbH, Mr. Christoph Witte, Mr.
Daniel Dörflinger, Representatives of
authorities,

16.00 – 17.00

Visit of the „Solgenia”
Research vessel and solar boat in the second
generation of the University of Konstanz and
the world's first ever with a novel PV-H2
electric hybrid drive.
Dinner – Holly’s

19.30

Location

Hohenemser Str. 47,
A-6890 Lustenau,
Austria
Bleichestrasse 55
CH-8280 Kreuzlingen,
Switzerland
University of Applied
Sciences Konstanz,
Alfred-Wachtel-Straße
8, D-78462 Konstanz,
Germany

University of Applied
Sciences Konstanz,
Alfred-Wachtel-Straße
8, D-78462 Konstanz,
Germany
Reichenaustraße 19a,
D-78467 Konstanz,
Germany

Friday, 13 Sept 2019
Time
08.00

Topic
Individual Travel from Constance to ZurichAirport by train

Location
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Participants:
No Title

Surname

First name

Organisation

1

Mr.

Vasilij

Djackov

Klaipeda University

2

Ms.

Eleonora

Guseinoviene

Klaipeda University

3

Mr.

Valdas

Jankunas

Klaipeda University

4

Mr.

Frank

Diehl

EAS Batteries GmbH

5

Mr.

Marcin

Włodarski

Motus Foundation

6

Mr.

Marek

Grzybowski

BALTIC SEA & SPACE CLUSTER (POLISH MARITIME CLUSTER)

7

Mr.

Mario

Heinrich

Economic Development Corporation Vorpommern

8

Mr.

Karl

Kuba

Economic Development Corporation Vorpommern

9

Mr.

Daniel

Dörflinger

IPT Technology GmbH

10

Mr.

Rolf

Kammann

Economic Development Corporation Vorpommern

11

Mr.

Frank

Trzaska

IAV GmbH

12

Mr.

Karsten

Baas

Hanse (Deutschland) Vertriebs GmbH & Co.KG

13

Mr.

Igor

Kaniecki

GA-MA Consulting GmbH

14

Mr.

Evaldas

Narusis

Green Boats

15

Mr.

Tomas

Žapnickas

Green Boats

16

Ms.

Liane

Voss

University of Applied Sciences Stralsund

17

Mr.

Jörg

Meier

University of Applied Sciences Stralsund

18

Mr.

Robert

Grzesko

Kompetenzzentrum E-Mobilität Mecklenburg-Vorpommern

19

Mr.

Pawel

Materka

Polish Sailing Cluster PKŻ

20

Mr.

Michail

Ostanin

G&M Boats

21

Mr.

Genadij

Ivanov

G&M Boats

22

Mr.

Filip

Gruszczyński

Polish Sailing Cluster

23

Mr.

Marcin

Forkiewicz

Gdansk University of Technology

24

Mr.

Zbigniew

Deinrych

Polish Electric Ships

25

Mr.

Filip

Mikołajczyk

Hydromont

26

Mr.

Krzysztof

Tomczuk

IEL - Electrotechnical Institute

27

Mr.

Piotr

Bogusławski

IEL - Electrotechnical Institute

28

Mr.

Richard

Leiner

HTWG - Konstanz
University of Applied Sciences
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Short programme summary and impressions from the trip:
Day 1 – 10 Sep. 2019:
Frauscher Bootswerft (https://www.frauscherboats.com/en)
Location: Ehrenfeld 3, A-4694 Ohlsdorf, Austria
The company has a long tradition in boat building – it was established by the ancestors of the
present owners, back in 1927. Production of the electric boats has a long tradition in the
company – first boat equipped with an electric engine was produced on the 50s. Frauscher
specializes in construction of motor yachts and boats, built mainly on demand, in order to
reduce the storage needs.
Currently, the company builds about 90 boats annually, out of which about 25 are the electric
boats. Company’s experience and liability concerning exploitation of the electric boats resulted
in the policy, which assumes that electric engines up to 48 V constitute own solution of the
company. In the case of stronger, 60 V engines, the propulsion systems are being installed in
the boat by the company, but finally connected and checked by representatives of Torqeedo.
Due to the fact that Torqeedo possesses entire documentation of the electric drive system, the
liability for the performance of the engine is shifted to Torqeedo.
Solutions developed by Frauscher allow remote monitoring of the applied systems using the
GPRS protocols.
The company cooperates with external suppliers, which are responsible for production of hulls
and components, however this is Frauscher that provides moulds for the hull production.
Production of a single boat lasts 6 weeks and the assembly takes place at the premises of
Frauscher.
Testing of the battery performance, in the case of low-voltage systems, is conducted by
Frauscher, at the water pool and it encompasses three full battery charging cycles. Batteries
from even the same producer may slightly differ with charging and working parameters, hence
the performance must be tested before the mounting on the boat.
Market conditions for electric boats are driven by environmental regulations, especially in terms
of noise emissions. Electric propulsions are popular either on the waters, where speed limits
must be observed or the restrictions concerning use of internal combustion engines are
applicable. In the case of waters where no alike restrictions apply, motor boats are more
popular due to larger capacities allowing higher speeds and ranges as well as more attractive
price.
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MARIAN Boats (http://marianboats.at)
Location: Weinbach 46, A-5360 St. Wolfgang am Wolfgangsee, Austria
The company supplies speedboats, equipped high-performance engines, providing good
speed/range ratio, of the power up to 150 kW. Speedboats’ engines are supplied by European
producers, such as Torqeedo, Krautler or Piktronik, which provide complete solutions
consisting of the propulsion system and the powerpack. Market for the company’s products is
geographically limited to Southern Germany and Austria in order to secure availability of the
relevant service.
Majority of the production takes place at the facilities, however MARIAN Boats cooperate with
suppliers from Romania and Slovenia. At the moment, prices of electric powerboats are not
competitive to those equipped with typical diesel engines – price of the e-boat is at the level of
320 000 EUR while the price of the motor boat of similar capacity and larger range is about
170 000 EUR. Smaller boats, e.g. a 6 m long cruising boat of the engine power of 6 kW (cost:
50 000 EUR), are equipped with AGM batteries.

PEHN Bootsbau (https://www.pehn-bootsbau.at/)
Location: Attergaustraße 84, A-4880 St. Georgen im Attergau, Austria
Company’s founder – Mr. Walter Pehn Senior launched the company in 1957 and run the
company for over 50 years. Founder’s philosophy assumed designing and production of
efficient hulls and balance the ratio of the price and performance. In the light of the succession
issue, the resources of the company were transferred in 2011, to the new entity PEHN
Bootsbau Ltd., established by the founder with Mr. Jorg Keplinger, the current owner.
The company offers a broad range of boats, including sailing boats, catamarans, canoes and
pedal boats as well as electric boat series suitable for inland lakes as well as day cruising on
sea waters. The company has developed a supply chain consisting mostly of the suppliers
from the region, however it also cooperates with foreign suppliers, e.g. from Latvia.
Boats are being equipped mainly with Kräutler engines, because of their durability. According
to Mr. Keplinger, the applied engines are working even several decades. In the case of higher
voltage applications, PEHN Bootsbau use Torqeedo engines. In their constructions, PEHN is
also applying photovoltaic panels, which during weekdays are capable of recharging the
batteries to the levels sufficient for day-long cruising on weekend.
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Day 2 – 11 Sep. 2019
VOLABO (www.volabo.com);
Location: Alte Landstraße 23, D-85521 Ottobrunn, Germany,
Meeting at: Bundeswehr University of Munich
VOLABO is a spin-off company established by the academic staff of Bundeswehr University
of Munich. Presentation was conducted at the Chair of Electrical drives and Actuators.
Research and development activities conducted by the researchers and students involved in
Volabo, resulted in design and prototype of electrical engine, which can be used as a gear-box
by changing the number of pole pairs in the engine (engine parameters: 110kW at 48V).
Prototype of the electric engine was used for the conversion of the diesel-fuelled Volkswagen
Sharan into an e-drive. Range of the converted car was 200 km and the increase of the total
weight as a result of electric and electronic components’ application was only 3%, in
comparison to diesel equipment.

TORQEEDO (www.torqeedo.com)
Location: Friedrichshafener Str. 4a, D-82205 Gilching, Germany
Founder and co-owner of the company, Dr. Christoph Ballin, delivered the presentation
dedicated to the market of electric drives, where major development impulse is constituted by
the climate change. Goal of the company is to develop the production in large scale in order
to achieve a global outreach and contribute to global decarbonisation process, in the sailing
sector. Currently Torqeedo offers 32 electric boat drives of the power ranging between 1 and
150 Horsepower.
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Nevertheless, communication with the clients is not based predominantly on the aspects of
climate change or green technology. As the offered solutions should be perceived as reliable,
so the client makes one’s choice based on the conviction of the convenience and high
performance of the drives.
According to Dr. Ballin, production of electric drives must have an industrial background, due
to necessity of conducting research and development activities as well as securing relevant
production technology and standards.
Presentation in the company’s headquarter was followed by testing of boats with Torqeedo
electric drives at the Starnberg lake. Participants of the study tour had an opportunity to sail
on the RIB boat and leisure boat equipped with Torqeedo engines.

Due to time constraints, the last visit of the day, planned at the Bleyer Bootsbau was
cancelled by the boatyard.
Day 3, 12 September 2019
Kräutler Elektromotoren (www.kraeutler.at)
Location: Hohenemser Str. 47, A-6890 Lustenau, Austria
Due to organizational constraints the visit at Kräutler Elektromotoren was opened just for
15 participants, which were guided through the company facilities and introduced to the
process of design, production and testing.
Bootswerft Heinrich AG (https://www.heinrichwerft.ch/ and http://www.designboats.ch/)
Location: Bleichestrasse 55, CH-8280 Kreuzlingen, Switzerland
The company is 70 years old has been specializing in production of sailing boats. For 17 years
now applies only electric drives in their products. According to the owner Mr. Peter Minder,
electric engines constitue the optimal solution for sailing boats, dedicated to lakes. Lake boats
use their engines for less than 10 minutes per one go, while diesel engines need to run for at
least 20 minutes to achieve appropriate temperature and working conditions.
Mr. Minder presented the powerboat developed by the company, being used at the races as
well as presented currently implemented retrofitting project of the old marine motor yacht. The
customer from the United States order retrofitting project of an old motor yacht, which is to
serve the journey on the Mediterrenean, Atlantic Ocean, North Sea and the Baltic Sea. The
project assumes retrofitting of the construction as well as installation of a new electric propeller
system. As the vessel is expected to sail long distances, it will be equipped with an auxiliary
diesel engine, which aims to work as the electricity generator in emergency conditions (higher
energy demand facilitating return to port in the case of bad weather forecasts). Due to the age
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of the vessel, the company proposed building a replica, with stronger construction, which would
be capable of better accomodation of the electric propeller system. In order to preserve the
original spirit of the vessel, the client decided to conduct necessary retrofitting works on the
original construction, including installation of the electric propeller system.

University of Applied Sciences Constance (https://www.htwg-konstanz.de/)
Location: Konstanz (Germany)
Participants of the study tour were invited by Prof. Richard Leiner for a series of presentation
held at the University of Applied Sciences Constance. Presentations were dedicated to
research related to alternative fuels with special attention to electric drives. Specifically, the
presentation were dedicated to the following subjects:
- Design and development process of the photovoltaic and hydrogen electric drive propelled
research vessel Solgenia (and its predecessor: Korona)
- Presentation of electrically driven autonomous research boats
- Solutions for greening municipal transport (buses and ferries) in Constance
- Presentation of inductive charging systems and their applications
The study tour was completed with the presentation of the land infrastructure for charging
Korona and Solgenia boat. Both boats serve for the research and development activities conducted by the students and researchers, concerning electric, hydrogen and methanol drives
testing.
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Impressions from the study-tour participants
Mr. Robert Grzesko – Competence Center E-Mobility M-V (GER)
"The study trip 'Electric boats on inland waterways' in the D-A-CH region’ gave me a very good
insight into the current possibilities of electromobility on water. During the visits at different
boat builders and e-motor manufacturers, I was able to get acquainted with practical
implementation of electromobility on the water. Also it was a great opportunity to exchange
ideas with other participants and representatives of the visited companies. My absolute
highlight of the trip was the visit at Starnberger Lake and opportunity to test two e-boats
powered with Torqeedo engines. One cannot experience electromobility better. At the end of
the trip, representatives of the University of Konstanz provided us with valuable information on
how sustainable mobility on the water could be, according to the results of their research. The
study trip completely fulfilled my expectations. Many thanks to the ELMAR team for this
successful trip."
Mr. Frank Trzaska – IAV GmbH (GER)
"I found the trip all around very successful - the visited companies were very well selected and
surprisingly open in their information readiness. I was able to acquire a lot of information and
had many interesting conversations either with the representatives of visited companies as
well as with other participants of the trip. Therefore, once again I would like to thank all people
participating in the study-tour."
Mr. Daniel Dörflinger – IPTechnology GmbH (GER)
"An all-round successful event. A good insight into players and trends and additional to that a
good networking event with interesting people to talk to."
Mr. Tomas Žapnickas - Žalieji laivai/Green Boats (LT)
“As in general the e-mobility on water is in very early stage of development, so during study
trip it was very nice to see and to talk face to face with those who are already producing electric
boats or electric motors, to hear the problems, solutions and impressions from their experience. The situation regarding electric boating in south Germany ans Switzerland is unique electric boating traditions came from long times ago by trying to keep nice lakes clean. Of
course the environmental regulations is forcing this process, and I think it’s a good example
for other countries to make boating clean. Thanks to organisers for a nice & smooth organisation!”
Main lessons from the study trip
-

Most boatyards producing motorboats and speedboats prefer to purchase a whole epropulsion system from one producer, which is tested, proven and has proper certificates.
This approach allows that in case of trouble with the drive system, the boatyard shifts
responsibility for servicing to the producer. It is especially the case, if the boat is equipped
with a higher-voltage (from 60 V up) drive system.

-

It makes sense to produce e-propelled sailboats to be used mainly on lakes, due to the
fact that engines on sailboats are used for a relatively short time (usually only for
manoeuvring in or out of the marina). Therefore they do not need long-rage engines, and
in such conditions electric engine is better than e.g. diesel motor.

-

Producing electrically propelled motorboats or speed motorboats, from a
production/business perspective makes sense only for areas where restrictions apply to
maximum speed, noise or pollutant emissions. In areas where there are no restrictions,
the client will usually buy a traditionally propelled motorboat, due to the difference in price.
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